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For the subclasses 2% and %?% of analytic functions satisfying Re{ f(z)/z} >G( 
(0 $ a < 1) and Re{ f ‘(z)} > a (0 6 a < l), respectively, we prove various coefhcient 
inequalities and distortion theorems, and determine the radius of convexity and 
starlikeness of such functions. We also consider an interesting application of the 
fractional calculus involving analytic functions belonging to these subclasses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let d denote the class of functions of the form 
f(z)=z+ f a,z”, (1.1) 
n=2 
which are analytic in the open unit disk 4Y = {z: IzI < 1). Also let B(U) and 
%‘(ct) denote the subclasses of d whose members atisfy the inequalities 
(1.2) 
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for Odor< 1, and 
Re{f’(z)) >a (ZE%) (1.3) 
for 0 d cc < 1, respectively. 
The class B(N) was studied by Chen [ 1, 21 and Goel [4]. In particular, 
the class g(O) was studied by Goel [S] and Yamaguchi [18], and the class 
V(O) was studied by MacGregor [6]. Sarangi and Uralegaddi [14] and 
Owa and Uralegaddi [ 111 studied the subclasses of I and V(a) 
consisting of functions with negative coefficients. 
A function f(z) defined by (1.1) is said to be in the class V(0,) if it 
belongs to .c4 and satisfies arg(a,) = 0, for all n > 2. If, further, there exists 
a real number /3 such that 
e,+(n-l)~=rr(mod2n), (1.4) 
then f(z) is said to be in the class l”(0,; /?). And the union of V(0,; /I) 
taken over all possible sequences {0,} and all possible real numbers fl is 
denoted by V. 
Let ga and %‘* denote the subclasses of “tr, which consist of functions f(z) 
belonging to the aforementioned classes g(a) and U(a), respectively. 
The object of the present paper is first to prove a number of coefficient 
inequalities and distortion theorems and then to determine the radius of 
convexity and starlikeness for analytic functions belonging to the classes gE 
and %?a. An application of the fractional calculus involving such classes of 
analytic functions is also considered. 
2. THE CLASSES ~8% AND 5~7~ 
Theorems 1 and 2 below provide useful coefficient inequalities for 
functions f(z) belonging to the classes aa and V*:,, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class .@E 
(0 < a < 1). Then 
The result (2.1) is sharp. 
Proof: Following Owa [9], we assume that 
Re(f(z)/z}=Re 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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for z E a’. For f(z) E V(O,, j3) we put z = reiP in (2.2) and let Y -+ 1 -. We 
thus find that 
Re(l+ f la.,lexp(i{e,+jn--I)B})}>a, 
II=2 
(2.3) 
so that, by using (1.4), we have 
l- f IanI>& (2.4) 
n=2 
which immediately gives the inequality in (2.1). 
The equality in the result (2.1) holds true for the function f(z) defined by 
f(z) = z + (1 - c() zn exp(i0,) (na21, (2.5) 
and the proof of Theorem 1 is evidently completed. 
THEOREM 2. Let the function f(z) defined by ( 1.1) be in the class Va 
(O<a< 1). Then 
(2.6) 
The result (2.6) is sharp. 
Proof: Since f(z) E ‘ZN is equivalent to zf ‘(z) E .C?IO, Theorem 2 follows 
upon replacing a, by na, in Theorem 1. 
The result (2.6) is easily seen to be sharp for the function f(z) defined by 
f(z)=z+(l-cr)nP’z”exp(iO,) (nZ2). (2.7) 
We now prove the following distortion theorems for functions belonging 
to the classes ~8~ and %&. 
THEOREM 3. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class g,, 
(0 < a -C 1). Then 
lzl - (1 -a) lz12G If(z)1 < I4 + (1 -a) IA2 (2.8) 
for z E %!. Equality in all cases occurs for the function 
f(z)=z+(l-a)z2exp(i02) (2.9) 
at Z= flzl exp( -ie,). 
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Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we have 
If(z)I B IZI - f IanI lZln 
II=2 
2 I4 - M2 f l&l 
n=2 
3 IZI - (1 -a) lz12 (2.10) 
and 
If( Q I4 + f bnl lZln 
n=2 
< I4 + lz12 f I4 
n=2 
d Izl + (1 -co IA2 (2.11) 
for z E %!. Combining the inequalities in (2.10) and (2.1 l), we obtain 
Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class g%. 
Then the unit disk @ = {z: IzI < l} is mapped onto a domain that contains 
the disk IwI < a. This result is sharp with an extremal function f(z) given by 
(2.9). 
THEOREM 4. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class SF?~ 
(Oda< 1). Then 
and 
IZI -4(1-a) lz12Q If(z)1 d IZI +f(l -@I Iz12 (2.12) 
1-(1-a)Izldlf’(z)l~l+(l-~)Izl (2.13) 
for z E @. Equality in all cases occurs for the function 
f(z) = z + +( 1 - a)z2 exp(ie,) (2.14) 
at z= f IzI exp( -id,). 
Proof: Since 
Hz2 IanI G2 (1 -aI, (2.15) 
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by means of Theorem 2, we obtain (2.12) by using the same technique as 
detailed in the proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2, we also have 
If’(z)1 2 1- f n IanI IzI”-’ 
n=2 
3 1 - Izl i n I% 
II=2 
2 1 -(l -cx) Iz/ (2.16) 
and 
If’(z)1 G 1 + f n IQ,/ lzl- 
II=2 
d 1 + IZI 5 n 1% 
n=2 
<l+(l-a)lzl (2.17) 
for z E 4. Finally, we can easily see that the assertions of Theorem 4 are 
sharp for the function f(z) defined by (2.14). This evidently completes the 
proof of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class %$. 
Then the unit disk Q = (z: JzJ < 1 } is mapped onto a domain that contains 
the disk /WI < # 1 + cy). This result is sharp with an extremal function f(z) 
given by (2.14). 
THEOREM 5. Let the function f(z) defined by ( 1.1) be in the class Bq 
(Odor< 1). Then f(z) is in the class %?a (066<l)for IzI <rl, where 
l-6 i I 
l/(n- I) 
r, = inf - 
ne.+ -{I) n(l-~1) 
and.N={1,2,3 ,... }. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that 
If’(z)-ll<l-s 
for jzl < rl. Now we can easily see that 
If’(z)-ll< f n(a,( l~(~~‘<l--S 
n=2 
if and only if 
1-S 
n 121” * <G (nE.‘- {l}), 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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by means of Theorem 1. Clearly, (2.21) holds true when IzI < r, . Note also 
that our result is sharp for the functionf(z) given by (2.5). 
3. THE RADIUS OF CONVEXITY AND STARLIKENESS 
A functionf(z) belonging to the class d is said to be starlike of order y 
if f(z) satisfies the inequality 
Rekf’(zMz)) > Y (ZE%) (3.1) 
for some y (0 < y < 1). Moreover, a function f(z) of the class d is said to 
be convex of order y iff(z) satisfies the inequality 
Re{l+$$/}>, (zE%) (3.2) 
for some y (O<y< 1). 
We first state and prove 
THEOREM 6. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class C&, 
(O<u< 1). Then f(z) is starlike of order y (O<y< 1) in the disk 1.~1 <r2, 
where 
1-Y l/(n- 1) r2 = inf 
(1 -cc)@-r) . 
(3.3) fit.“-{l} 
Proof: It suffices to show that 
for Iz( < rz. Observe that 
I I 
zf'b) 1 ( -- . 
f(z) 
ICC2 (n-l)la,l 14”p’il-y 
1 -ICC2 IanI lzlnpl 
if and only if 
cc 
C (n-Y) I4 Izlnp’< 1-y. 
II=2 
zf'(z) --1 <l-y 
f(z) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
By virtue of Theorem 1, the inequality (3.6) reduces to 
(n-y) IzInpi<z (nEN- {l}). (3.7) 
Hence f(z) is starlike of order y for lzl <rz. 
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Finally, the result is sharp for the function f(z) given by (2.5). 
THEOREM 7. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class %Yg 
(OGCC < 1). Then f(z) is conuex of order y (O<y < 1) in the disk (z] < r2, 
where r2 is given by (3.3). 
Proof By using the technique employed in the proof of Theorem 6, we 
can show that 
zf"(z) I I f'(z) <l-y (3.8) 
for IzI < r2, with the aid of Theorem 2. Thus we have the assertion of 
Theorem 7, the result being sharp for the function f(z) given by (2.7). 
4. AN APPLICATION OF THE FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
Many essentially equivalent definitions of the fractional calculus, that is, 
the fractional derivatives and the fractional integrals, have been given in 
the literature (cf., e.g., [3, Chap. 13; 7; 8; 12; 14; 15, p. 28 et seq.; 171). We 
find it convenient to recall here the following definitions which were used 
recently by Owa [lo] (and by Srivastava and Owa [ 161). 
DEFINITION 1. The fractional integral of order i is defined, for a 
function f(z), by 
(4.1) 
where 2 > 0, f(z) is an analytic function in a simply connected region of the 
z-plane containing the origin, and the multiplicity of (z - [)” ~ ’ is removed 
by requiring log(z-<) to be real when z-i >O. 
DEFINITION 2. The fractional derivative of order L is defined, for a 
function f(z), by 
1 dzf(i) DZ.f(z) = - - 
r(l-1)dz s o (z 4, (4.2) 
where 0 < A: < 1, f(z) is an analytic function in a simply connected region of 
the z-plane containing the origin, and the multiplicity of (z-i))” is 
removed as in Definition 1 above. 
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DEFINITION 3. Under the hypotheses of Definition 2, the fractional 
derivative of order n + A. is defined by 
4’ + “s(z) = $ Dff(z), (4.3) 
where Od;l< 1, and nE.Nu (0). 
The following results involve fractional integrals and fractional 
derivatives of the analytic functions f(z) belonging to the classes ,9X 
and 9%. 
THEOREM 8. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class Bm 
(0 < tl < 1). Then 
lD,“f(z)l ’ 2% {l-(l-@IzI} 
and 
for 2 > 0 and z E %!. The results (4.4) and (4.5) are sharp. 
ProoJ: Consider the function 
F(z) = IJ2 + ;1) z-“D;E.f(z) 
00 r(n+l)Q2+/1) 
=z+ c T(n+ 1 +/I) anz” n=2 
=z+ f A,$‘, 
n=2 
where 
A =T(n+ l)r(2+A) 
n T(n+ 1 +A) an. 
Then we know that 
f (A,( Q f la,,1 Q 1 -a, 
n=2 n=2 
(4.4) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
since 
O<T(n+ l)W+l)< 1 
T(n + 1 + jl) 
(4.9) 
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for A > 0 and n 2 2, and f(z) E am. Consequently, we have 
IF( 2 IZI - f IAnI lZln 
,1 = 2 
3 121 - IA2 f I% 
n=2 
3 IZI - (1 -co 1212, (4.10) 
which implies (4.4), and 
IF(z)I Q Izl + 2 IAnI lZln 
n=2 
d I4 + lz12 f I% 
n = 2 
61zl+(1-~)lz12> (4.11) 
which gives (4.5). Clearly, the results (4.4) and (4.5) are sharp for the 
function f(z) defined by 
{l+(l-cx)zexp(i0,)}. (4.12) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
Remark 1. By letting 1+ 0 in Theorem 8, we readily obtain Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 9. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class %?a 
(0 < GI < 1). Then 
1 fi 
p;-y(z)l >Iz( 
II2 + A) 1 
l-;(l-a)lzl 
I 
and 
for I. > 0 and z E @. The results (4.13) and (4.14) are sharp. 
Furthermore 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
IDi -‘f(z)1 3 max 
i 
0, j+$-jj I {1-A-(l+iA)(l-a)[zl}} (4.15) 
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and 
(4.16) 
Proof Let F(z) be defined by (4.6). Then, by using (4.9) and 
Theorem 2, we have 
2f 
rz = 2 
which implies that 
Anl d f n IAnI d f n [anI < 1 -c1, 
n = 2 n=2 
(4.17) 
f, IAnI <; (1 --a). (4.18) 
Therefore 
IF(z)I 2 lzl - f I4J lZln 
n=2 
2 I4 - IA2 f IA,1 
n=2 
2 JZI -$(l -a) 1212, (4.19) 
which yields (4.13), and 
Im)l B Izl + f I‘4,I lZln 
n=2 
Q Izl + lz12 f IAnI 
n=2 
< Izl ++(I -a) Id2, (4.20) 
which gives (4.14). The bounds in (4.13) and (4.14) are attained by the 
function f(z) defined by 
o;“f(z) 2..2?-- 
r(2 + 2) i 
l+i(I-a)zexp(iO,) 
I 
Next, differentiating both sides of (4.6), we have 
(4.21) 
= 1+ f nAnznp’. 
n=2 
(4.22) 
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This yields (4.15) and (4.16) with the aid of (4.17) and (4.14). Thus we 
have the theorem. 
Remark 2. Theorem 4 follows when we let A+ 0 in Theorem 9. 
However, unlike Theorem 4, the assertions (4.15) and (4.16) of Theorem 9 
are not sharp. 
THEOREM 10. Let the function f(z) defined by (1.1) be in the class Vz 
(0 < c( -c 1). Then 
lW(4l ’ f(2 _ 2) A=- (1 - (1 -!I) lzl} 
and 
lEf(z)l ” <&) {l+(l-c1)IzI) (4.24) 
for 0 < A < 1 and z E a’. The results (4.23) and (4.24) are sharp. 
ProoJ Let 
G(z) = I’(2 - A) z’D;f(z) 
m r(n+l)f(2-i) 
=z+ 1 
r(n+ 1 -A) “‘” 
n=2 
=z+ f B,z”, 
n=2 
where 
Then 
B =T(n+l)V-1.) 
n T(n + 1 - %) “” 
f la,, < f lB,I < f n IanI d 1 -E, 
n=2 n=2 n=2 
since f(z) E %?= and 
for 0 < A< 1 and n > 2. Hence we have 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
lzl-~1-~1)lz1~~lG(~)lQl~l+(1-~1)I~l~, (4.29) 
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which leads to (4.23) and (4.24). Finally, the bounds in 
are attained by the function f(z) defined by 
Pf(z) = $) {l+(l-cc)zexp(8,) 1. (4.30) 
(4.23) and (4.24) 
Remark 3. Letting A + 1 in Theorem 10, we immediately obtain the 
assertion (2.13 ) of Theorem 4. 
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